Present:
Staff: Ralph, Sam, Jackie
Students: Brittney D., Hannah M., Tarika B., Gemma B., Tracy V., Laura V., Stefan J. (SAC)

Physical Library:
- more tables for group work, fewer desktop computers, more study spaces and furniture in general
- 15 minute “express” computers for people who are just checking facebook, email, printing, etc.
- Library used more for group work than independent study
- Relaxed atmosphere appreciated, especially allowing food and talking (very helpful for group work)
- Cleanliness: not bad, but garbage does pile up sometimes, more stations for antibacterial wipes
- Sustainability concerns: organics bins, motion sensor security lights instead of emergency lights on all night
- frustration when students are sleeping in silent study room, especially during peak times
- whiteboard in entrance helpful for learning what’s new at the library
- general frustration that college spends too much money “making things pretty” instead of providing what students need
- accessibility concern: space between tables too narrow for wheelchairs, especially after people have been moving them around
- study room 4 rattles and has to be left open

Collections:
- expansion of fiction and popular magazines
- more science magazines
- print magazines still preferred
- more e-books, especially fiction
- get rid of VHS and expand seating

Online:
- mobile apps for databases (post these on our site)
- shorten process to obtain full-text articles; check boxes for full-text, peer-review, under “Start your Search Here” would help; having full-text selected as default for searching in databases
- online study room booking = great! Link could be more prominent on website
- Website usability good, easy to find whatever is needed
no one knew about Library blog, no one follows college facebook or twitter; blackboard as main place for news

CLik as alternative to facebook; library free to post

zombie movie = funny, liked the script, but different characters might have a broader appeal, e.g. robots

Services:

- involvement with international students orientation—workshops on plagiarism and citations, etc.
- student book club